Abstract-Numerous OLAP queries process selection operations of "top N", median, "top 5%", in data warehousing applications. Selection is a well-studied problem that has numerous applications in the management of data and databases since, typically, any complex data query can be reduced to a series of basic operations such as sorting and selection. The parallel selection has also become an important fundamental operation, especially after parallel databases were introduced. In this paper, we present a deterministic algorithm Recursive Sampling Selection (RSS) to solve the exact out-of-core selection problem, which we show needs no more than (2 + ϵ) passes (ϵ being a very small fraction). We have compared our RSS algorithm with two other algorithms in the literature, namely, the Deterministic Sampling Selection and QuickSelect on the Parallel Disks Systems. Our analysis shows that DSS is a (2+ϵ)-pass algorithm when the total number of input elements N is a polynomial in the memory size M (i.e., N = M c for some constant c). While, our proposed algorithm RSS runs in (2 + ϵ) passes without any assumptions. Experimental results indicate that both RSS and DSS outperform QuickSelect on the Parallel Disks Systems. Especially, the proposed algorithm RSS is more scalable and robust to handle big data when the input size is far greater than the core memory size, including the case of N >> M c .
I. INTRODUCTION Numerous OLAP queries process selection operations of "top N", median, "top 5%", in data warehousing applications [1] . The selection problem is to identify the i th smallest element from out of N given input elements. In particular, finding the median has various applications in data analysis. Compared with the mean, the median is less sensitive to outliers. Some applications include noise reduction in signal or image processing (known as median filter [2] ), highbreakdown regression in robust statistics [3] , [4] , clustering, neural networks, data mining, optimization problems, etc.
Hoare's QuickSelect algorithm runs in an expected Θ(N ) time, but it has a worst-case run time of O(N 2 ). Blum, et al. proposed a deterministic algorithm, known as median of medians algorithm, which takes O(N ) time [5] in the worst case. The number of comparisons made by Floyd and Rivest's randomized algorithm is [N + min (i, N − i) + o(N )], with high probability [6] .
In parallel databases, the parallel selection has become an important fundamental operation, and has been well studied on different parallel models. Examples of randomized parallel selection algorithms are: 1) Constant time algorithms on the comparison tree model [7] , [8] that are based on the ideas from [6] ; 2) Constant time maximum selection algorithms on the CRCW PRAM [9] ; 3) Algorithms for the star graph [10] ; 4) Algorithms for the hypercube [11] ; and 5) Algorithms on the mesh [12] , [13] . [14] , [15] give a survey on randomized selection algorithms.
Examples of deterministic algorithms include the O(min {p log (N/p), max {N/p 2/3 , √ p}})-time algorithm on a p-node mesh by Krizanc and Narayanan [16] , and ) log log p) [18] , where T sparse p is the time needed for collecting and sorting p 1−ϵ sample keys using p processors and ϵ being a constant < 1. Dynamic bucketing and randomized bucketing were used to find medians or quantiles in [19] .
For numerous applications in science and engineering, the size of data increases much faster than the available core memory. As a result, out-of-core algorithms are becoming more and more important to handle big data. "Out-of-core" refers to the case when the size of input data is much greater than what the core memory can hold. I/O operations, which are much slower than in-core computing, dominate the running time of any out-of-core algorithm. Therefore, it is customary to only concentrate on minimizing the number of I/O operations while developing out-of-core algorithms.
Several approximate algorithms have been studied for out-of-core selection. For example, a one-pass algorithm to compute approximate quantiles has been given by Munro and Paterson [20] . Utilizing the knowledge on the data distribution, Alsabti, et al., have presented an algorithm to estimate the quantile values with provable error bounds [21] . A distribution independent quantile estimation [22] can also be done in one pass with error guarantees that costs less memory than [20] , [21] .
To alleviate the I/O bottleneck, the Parallel Disks System (PDS) model has been proposed by Vitter and Shriver [23] . In this model D independent disks can simultaneously operate. In particular, in one parallel I/O operation, a block of data of size B can be fetched into the main memory of a computer from each of the D disks. If M is the core memory size of the computer, it is usually assumed that M ≥ 2DB. Numerous algorithms have been proposed for solving fundamental computational problems such as sorting, selection, graph search, etc. on the PDS model. In this paper, we are interested in developing efficient exact selection algorithms for the PDS.
In [24] , Rajasekaran has presented two exact algorithms for selection on the PDS that make only a constant number of passes through the data. A 'pass' refers to the task of bringing (from the disks) into the core memory each input key exactly once. Note that in one parallel I/O operation, we can bring in DB keys into the main memory. If the data size is N , clearly, a single pass corresponds to N DB parallel I/O operations. The randomized algorithm of [24] needs O(N/(DB)) I/O operations with high probability, and the deterministic algorithm costs O(N/(DB)) I/O operations, under the assumption that N is a polynomial in M . These algorithms also make another assumption as will be pointed out later. Our analysis indicates that under these two assumptions, the algorithms of [24] run in two passes through the data.
In this paper, we present a two-pass exact deterministic selection algorithm on the PDS. We also provide theoretical analysis on the proposed algorithm, the deterministic sampling algorithm in [24] , and the classic QuickSelect algorithm on the PDS. We have experimentally evaluated these three algorithms, and these results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the others.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
In this section we introduce some notations and definitions.
Let N be the total number of input elements, M be the total number of elements the core memory can hold, D be the number of disks in the PDS, and B be the block size. The i th smallest element to be identified is called the target and is denoted by t i .
The algorithm of [24] employs deterministic sampling (as shown in Figure 1 ). The sampling is done in levels. At level 0, we have all the input elements. We partition the elements at this level into groups of size M each, sort each of these groups, and send every √ M process of sampling continues to as many levels as it takes to have M keys or less. From this sample, we pick two keys u and v such that the i th smallest key of the input has a value in the range [u, v] . Having found u and v, we delete all the input keys that do not have a value in the range [u, v] . This process of successive sampling and deletion is referred to as an iteration. On the keys that survive the first iteration we apply a similar series of samplings, identify two keys u ′ and v ′ that bracket the key to be selected, and delete the keys that do not have a value in the range [u
. This completes the second iteration. We perform as many iterations as needed to bring down the number of surviving keys to ≤ M . At this point we bring all the surviving keys into the core memory, perform an in-core selection and output the right element. 
Definition 2. A run is a sorted group of elements (of size
M , typically). The k th run in L l is denoted as R k l = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M } where |R k l | = M . Definition 3. A √ M -sample of a run R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . } is a set of every √ M th element of R, i.e., {r √ M , r 2 √ M , r 3 √ M , . . . }.
Definition 4. We denote the number of I/O operations taken by any selection algorithm on N elements as IO(N ). The number of read I/O operations and the number of write I/O operations are denoted as IO
r (N ) and IO w (N ), respectively. The number of passes needed for selection from N elements is denoted by P (N ) . Also, the number of read passes and the number of write passes are denoted as P r (N ) and P w (N ), respectively. 
III. A NEW ALGORITHM
We have analyzed the algorithm of Deterministic Sampling Selection [24] and shown that is takes (2 + ϵ) passes under two assumptions as in Theorem 1. In the DSS algorithm, to guarantee that t i is always in the range [u, v] , the boundaries u and v cannot be too stringent. In other words, the interval [u, v] has to be broad enough to bracket t i . On the other hand, the number of elements in such an interval is also amplified level by level exponentially in √ M . Since even a single uncertainty in the rank of an element in L k results in uncertainties of √ M in L k+1 . Thus, the uncertainties are accumulated over the levels of sampling and be exponential in √ M , in the worst case. In this section, we present a new algorithm, called Recursive Sampling Selection (RSS) algorithm, which takes (2 + ϵ) passes with no assumptions (on N or |L m |). RSS identifies an optimal interval in L m to bracket t i such that no amplification happens in the uncertainty of ranks of keys. 
The number of elements of L k−1 that have values within the optimal boundaries is no more than
RSS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The optimal boundaries u * , v * are selected recursively so that the number
Although the number of selections needed for the optimal boundaries on each level increases exponentially, the number of elements on each level also decreases exponentially by a factor of (1
. ). We show below that RSS is a 2-pass algorithm.
Analysis. The number of I/O operations performed by RSS is shown below.
For reads, 2N/(DB) corresponds to two-passes through the input: one for sampling L 1 and the other for applying the boundaries. 2IO r (N/ √ M ) is for selection of the optimal boundaries. IO r (2N/ √ M is for the remaining no more than 2N/ √ M elements after applying the boundaries. For writes, the only difference is that 2N/( √ M DB) is for writing the remaining no more than 2N/ √ M elements after bracketing.
Theorem 2. Selection on PDS can be done in very nearly
2 passes using the Recursive Sampling Selection (RSS) algorithm.
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IV. QUICKSELECT ON PDS
QuickSelect is an in-core selection algorithm with an expected running time of Θ(N ) and a worst-case running time of O(N 2 ). We have extended QuickSelect on the PDS and compared it with DSS and RSS algorithms. On PDS, QuickSelect works as following.
Step 1 Read M elements into memory and pick a pivot value; Step 2 Partition the M elements into: < pivot, pivot, and > pivot (write back to disks if necessary); Step 3 Continue reading and partitioning M elements until all the N elements are scanned; Step 4 Decide which partition t i is in and update i if necessary;
Step 5 Repeat Steps 1 to 4 on the right partition and new i until the partition is of size smaller than M .
Step 6 Perform an in-core selection and output; The best case happens when the pivot is the i th smallest element. IO r best (N ) = N/(DB), IO w best (N ) = 0, so P best (N ) = 1. However, the best case happens extemely rarely, since the probability that pivot = t i is 1/N . Also, QuickSelect suffers from the bad worst-case performance. IO Three test data sets of size 100, 000, 1, 000, 000, and 10, 000, 000 were generated on uniform distribution (in the interval [0, 1000]) and normal distribution with µ = 500, σ = 100. On the simulated PDS, M = 10, 000 and B = 250. We tried different numbers of disks. In particular, we have employed D = 1 (sequential), D = 5, and D = 10.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have simulated the PDS and compared Deterministic Sampling Algorithm (DSS), Recursive Sampling Algorithm (RSS), and
Since the results are similar for different sizes of data sets, we report the performance only on the largest data set of size 10, 000, 000. I/O operations and passes taken by the algorithms on uniform distribution and normal distribution are shown in Table I and Table II , respectively. The RSS and DSS algorithms are comparable, with similar (2 + ϵ) passes, and outperform the QuickSelect. The number of passes taken by QuickSelect is three to six times that of RSS or DSS. QuickSelect algorithm is slightly better on the normal distribution than on the uniform distribution, since on the normal distribution the probability of picking a pivot near the median is higher.
The parallelization of I/O operations on the PDS is excellent. For instance in Table I , the number of reads by RSS with five disks is 1 4.99 of that with a single disk, and with ten disks it is 1 9.96 of that on a single disk. Since DSS is a (2 + epsilon)-pass algorithm under the assumption that N = M c for a constant c, the difference between RSS and DSS would be clearer if N is far greater than M . Instead of increasing the test data to a very large number, we have decreased M to ensure N is relatively much greater than M . Table III shows the results on 10, 000, 000 data on the uniform distribution with one disk. When M decreases from 1, 000 to 250, in the DSS algorithm, the number of passes increases from 3.7 to nearly 10, while in RSS it is still around 2.3 to 2.6, indicating the robustness of the proposed algorithm RSS.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a (2 + ϵ)-pass deterministic algorithm called RSS for exact out-of-core selection. Our analysis of the DSS algorithm shows that it is also a (2 + ϵ)-pass algorithm under the following assumptions: 1) N = M c for some constant c, and 2) |L m | ≈ M [24] . Our proposed algorithm achieves (2 + ϵ)-passes with no such assumptions.
We have extended the QuickSelect algorithm on the PDS. Programs simulating the PDS have been used to compare these algorithms. Our experimental results show that DSS and RSS outperform the QuickSelect algorithm. DSS and RSS are comparable to each other when N = M c for a small constant c. When N >> M , the proposed algorithm RSS is still maintaining two passes, while DSS algorithm takes a rapidly increasing number of passes. Both theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the proposed (2 + ϵ)-pass exact algorithm RSS for out-of-core selection is robust and promising. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS This work has been supported in part by the following grants: NSF 0829916 and NIH R01-LM010101. 
